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THE PROJECT ROOM, 2019 

EXHIBITION

Reconsidering the gallery’s interior architecture, The Project Room subdivides the exhibition space into four individual solo presentations, each centered on a new 

large-scale drawing, painting, or sculpture. Project rooms have long played a pivotal role in allowing artists to experiment with new modes of artistic production and 

methods of display. With this in mind, the exhibition brings together multiple, disparate visions under one roof, illustrating the various ways in which this context allows for 

conceptual liberties and new insights into an artist’s practice.

For this exhibition, Amir H. Fallah will show his largest painting to date, presented on top of a new architecturally-specific wall mural. Fallah’s paintings interrogate 

systems of representation in Western art history and in the contemporary presentation of oneself. Focusing on artists in the diverse immigrant community of Los Angeles, 

Fallah’s portraits detail the banal yet elevated objects found in their domestic environment. Often veiling his subjects, Fallah’s paintings question modes of portraiture 

while simultaneously using personal history as an entry point to discuss race, the body, and cultural memories. Rorschached, obscured figures ask the viewer to decode 

purposefully ambiguous, yet highly developed environments – ultimately, investigating feelings of being an outsider in the place one calls home.

Nasim Hantehzadeh uses geometric abstract forms in her large-scale drawings and sculptures to portray feelings of diaspora, cultural ambiguity, and psychological 

meandering. For The Project Room, the artist has produced a new sixteen-foot work on paper to be presented alongside a series of intimate sketchbook drawings. 

Having grown up in both Iran and the United States, Hantehzadeh’s work exists in a state of uncertainty, coming to form through intuitive gestures that respond to the 

body. She waits until her artworks are completed before attributing a narrative to them – often situating the work within current social issues, historical anachronisms, and 

notions of otherness.

Jennie Jieun Lee uses rich imagery and expressive, textured marks to create her ceramics and installations. Busts, masks, and vessels covered in abstract gestures conjure 

emotional and psychological states, while fissures, oozes, and breaks merge references to the history of idiosyncratic experiences. Created through complex, multi-part 

slip casting and untraditional glazing methods, Lee’s work reveals visceral, almost violent marks of making. While highly formal, her ceramics remain deeply personal. 

Mining her experiences as a Korean-American, Lee will present one of her largest sculptures to date: a ceramic ‘gum tree’ standing nearly seven feet tall. This piece, 

alongside a printed wall mural, will speak to the artist’s childhood memories and collective anxieties – measuring the past to the present.

In these new works, Fay Ray continues her exploration of female identity, cultural impulses, and fetishized objects. Influenced by religious artifacts, the artist compiles 

visually embellished, yet mysteriously simple, suspended sculptures. Ritualized, over-sized objects that resemble wind chimes, dream catchers, and charm bracelets are 

transformed through marble, chain, and industrial materials – transforming the ethereal into the permanent. For this exhibition, the artist will present a singular hanging 

sculpture alongside a series of cast silver spiders that scale the walls of the gallery. Conflating objectification and empowerment, Ray’s sculptures borrow from the 

symbolism and composition of traditional relics, adornments, and the occult. Fay Ray’s works hint at the presence of a rematerialized body through an enigmatic yet 

systematic organization of both abstract and familiar forms.
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COLOUR OUT OF SPACE, 2019 

EXHIBITION

“It was just a color out of space—a frightful messenger from unformed realms of infinity beyond all Nature as we know it; from realms whose mere existence stuns the 

brain and numbs us with the black extra-cosmic gulfs it throws open before our frenzied eyes.” 

— H.P. Lovecraft

Lowell Ryan Projects is pleased to present Color Out of Space, a group exhibition inspired by the eponymous short story of H.P. Lovecraft that brings together works by 

Mark Flood, Nasim Hantehzadeh, Kysa Johnson, Laurie Nye, and Galen Trezise.  In Lovecraft’s story, a meteorite crashes in a remote farm and, as it shrinks, releases 

globules of “impossible to describe” colors that have mutative effects on the surrounding plants, animals, and humans. No solution is found. No motive is uncovered. 

“Do not ask me for my opinion,” the unnamed narrator concludes. “I do not know—that is all.”

Written in 1927, the story has been adapted and reinterpreted for nearly a century––most notably in the cult classic The Blob, Stephen King’s novel Tommyknockers, 

and most recently in the movie Annihilation. This kind of repeated return to a single narrative is never a matter of prolonged aesthetic fancy; it stems from perpetual 

social and psychological relevance. 

Lovecraft lived amidst the uncertainties of a much different era, but like this exhibition, his story speaks to many of our own concerns. We cannot today consider our 

future without also thinking of global warming, nuclear arsenals, and genetic engineering. Not long ago these things were relegated to pure science fiction; they were 

what we feared most, what we considered unnatural, alien. Now they’ve been made manifest by... what exactly? Human will, ambivalence, or neglect? 

From the unstable lookout of our present, art––whether visual, cinematic, or literary––has the potential to ground our perspective; to have us consider what we 

otherwise disregard or actively shirk. Bringing different artistic voices together, Color Out of Space aims to do just that. It creates a visual dialogue centered on 

questions like: what is of this earth and what is extraterrestrial? Are we the doomsday aliens we’ve always feared? 

Perhaps then, mutation is not all bad. With politicians treating scientific findings as science fiction, and scientists editing DNA without any ethical research––a 

metamorphosis of thought might be exactly what we need. 
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NEW SUNS, 2018 

EXHIBITION

New Suns is a group exhibition curated by Kris Kuramitsu with works by artists; Nasim Hantehzadeh (b. 1988), Hangama Amiri (b. 1989), Jenny Gagalka (b. 1984), 

Sherin Guirguis (b. 1974), Kenyatta A.C. Hinkle (b. 1987), , Pearl C. Hsiung (b. 1973), Maria de los Angeles Rodriguez Jimenez (b. 1992), Naomi Lisiki (b. 1990), 

Tomashi Jackson (b. 1980), Gabriella Sanchez (b. 1988), and Liat Yossifor (b. 1974).

New Suns is conceived as a two-chapter incomplete survey of recent paintings by artists who radically reimagine the formal and conceptual boundaries of the medium. 

Informed by the reemergence of genre-specific painting exhibitions, New Suns proposes that the work of this diverse, international group of women forms a constellation 

that is decentered and provides space for multiple subjectivities.

The artists included in the exhibition are all currently based on the East or West Coast of the United States but maintain strong roots in places all over the globe 

(Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, Canada, Taiwan, Cuba, the French West Indies, and Israel, among others). They site their practices in the language of portraiture, landscape, 

abstraction, graphic design, sculpture, installation, and performance to give new insights into the language of painting in the 21st century. At the core of their 

investigations is a concern with the body, the politics of representation, and the spatial sensibilities of the pictorial plane. Drawing on fantasy, history, and memory, their 

formal compositions shape ideas about the world that challenge art historical narratives and technical approaches. The artists each craft independent vocabularies with 

their own gravitational pull that point toward possibilities that only they could imagine.

The exhibition opens with the work of eight artists and continues to grow and morph during the duration of its run—introducing other artists into the exhibition and thus 

shifting conversations that allow visitors to experience a wide-range of perspectives around the current status of painting.

New Suns marks the first presentation of many of these artists’s work in Mexico. The exhibition is curated by Los Angeles-based curator Kris Kuramitsu.
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AS I TRAVEL, 2019 

EXHIBITION

»Since I moved back to the United States from Iran, making daily works on paper where I draw my everyday emotions and sentiments is a way to deal with the isolation 

and the alienation that the situation initiated to my body. Sometimes the outcome of those drawings is abstract and may prevent a read based on the semiology of 

the visual system that our eyes are educated with. Other times it is direct enough to make links to familiar forms, such as objects, body organs, and figures. Can the 

otherness be rejected if the human body is read as an entity, a solid form in space, or a molecule?

Carving styrofoam with a hot rod knife as if I am drawing on it, my thoughts take me back to Iran to revisit the ruins of Persepolis that used to be the capital of the 

Achaemenid Empire (550-330 BC). Would the people of the Achaemenid Empire know that one day visitors will take selfies in front of their ruins? Would they know 

that part of their town’s wall and the main gate will end up at the Louvre Museum in Paris? And that some of their ordinary objects will be purchased by J. Paul Getty 

and kept in the Getty Villa in the Pacific Palisades?

I don’t believe in religion, so I shouldn’t believe in written history.

Looking back at the styrofoam, which is now a solid form, perhaps representing the human body, or a rock, my thoughts travel to Syria and Palestine. I visit the ruins that 

were once inhabited by people as domestic spaces, who lost their loved ones and all their belongings under the rubble during strikes. They may now live in camps 

where they are labeled as refugee, immigrant, exiled, survivor, or outsider. How alienated are their bodies from the environment that they are located in?

Adding a layer of concrete on the surface of styrofoam, my thoughts take me to a trip to Chicago, where I watch constructors building a tower in downtown. It is 2005, 

I hear a rumor as I pass by that the tower will be one of the tallest in the United States and that it will be named after the businessman who owns it. No surprise that 

later on his ego pushes his plan to build a wall around the country.

I find myself sitting on my stool and applying the last layer of concrete as my thoughts travel back to my studio. I think about how much time and the environment have 

changed the perception of my body, and how much they will change this material that I use to make these objects.
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DRIVEWAY 327 PROJECT, 2018 

EXHIBITION

The work of Nasim Hantehzadeh begins as a droll invitation to participate in its vibrance. Color and line revel into a population of vulgarly familiar organisms wiggling 

in communication with one another. An assemblage of penises, assholes, vulvas, navels, and other flesh-y apertures and protrudences compose a sexed, but genderless 

species vitally charged. Confronted with these kinked characters, in a drawing such as ‘Walking After Midnight’, the viewer may be moved to cohabit with their 

undulating appendages and winking orifices. Deftly flattened, Nasim’s works on paper joyously welcome entrance into their own world.

Slowly, jocular familiarity becomes uncanny as inclusion into their realm discloses a violence. Flattened organism lurch back and forth from the second dimension, 

as leering adornments, to the third dimension, as confrontational agents caught in midst of action. Feelings of exuberance become mocking. Playfulness turns into 

lasciviousness as sexual organs become weapons. ‘The Babe,’ who’s arched and perforated form, at first encounter may have offered itself as an object for buoyant 

curiosity, appears arresting as the capacity it bears to chew and penetrate is realized. The initially embracing invitation to dance, float, and communicate now feels like 

a ploy for dominance, a sweet trap.

— Griffin Snyder
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Agustín Coppel Collection, Mexico; Lynda and Stewart Resnick Collection, USA.

STATEMENT 

My art practice has evolved through thinking about conditions that social structures impose upon the movement of 

human body in public, inside domestic space, and in nature. Particularly, I am concerned with the violence that human 

civilization continues to perpetuate in systems, and the way that society normalizes this violence.

For me, studio space is a metaphor for social spaces. Walking inside my studio makes me think about bodily gestures. 

If I think of human body as an entity or a solid form in space, my inclination to categorize people as I have been 

categorized diminishes, and I no longer have to think about otherness. Having that in mind, I have started to develop a 

visual language. 

There is a necessity for “Time” for this visual language to evolve. Time visually appears in the work, within elements such 

as form, texture, gestures, and color. When I start making work, in my mind, I enter an empty space that belongs to 

forms, and in there, they communicate with and within time. As I go along, time opens a door to a path that is directed 

towards my memories. Sometimes I take the path, pass my memories and walk beyond them until I reach sentiments, 

and other times I see the dead-end at the beginning and decide to stay at the moment.
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